
1. Requirements for Candidates' PC Equipment

CPU Main frequency above lGHz

Memory Minimum requirement: 2GB, recommended 4GB or above

HardDrive 10GBormore of free space, do not use disklessworkstations

Display
Resolution

1024*768 and above

Camera The computer comes with a built-in camera or an external USB camera, and

camera's pixel resolution must be at least 2 million for on-site recording

Headphone

Configuration

Equipped with USB or 3.5 jack broadcasting earphones for playing test's audio
content

Operating
System

Windows 7 32-bit/64 bit, Windows 10 32-bit/64 bit flag ship installation disk
and above

System
Environment

The system should be clean, with no additional software (it is recommended not
to install antivirus software), and the firewall(including the built-in firewall of
the operating system) should be off. If the antivirus software blocks the
installation of the exam software, select "Allow to install".

Network Card One 100M duplex network card

Network

Requirements

The broadband network should be connected to the Internet, and the network
speed has to be not less than 10Mbp. Please ensure the smooth internet
connection

2. Requirements for Mobile Devices

Brand and
Model

IPhone or iPad with iOS 15 or above

Mobile devices with Android version 10 or above must have Chrome browser
installed

Network
Requirements

Configure WiFi or operator's 4G/5G network

Connect to the Internet, and keep the network link stable during the exam

Camera Camera's pixels resolution must be above 2 million for on-site recording

Mobile Phone
Holder'

Install mobile devices in appropriate locations for on-site recording during
the exam process

Other
Requirements 1. The device's battery level should be above 80%. It is recommended to connect

it to a power source for use

2. The device has the ability to scan QR codes for opening exam specific QR
codes



3. Overall Examination Environment Requirements:

For home-based examinations, prepare an independent and quiet space

environment for the examination, ensuring that there are no other

individuals present and no examination-related materials or items; no

irrelevant books, materials, etc., are allowed in the space.

The suggested layout for specific equipment placement is as follows:

During the examination, please maintain a stable and smooth network

connection, keep the camera and microphone of your computer or tablet

open for real-time monitoring by invigilators, strictly abide by the

examination rules, and refrain from any cheating behavior.
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